


Terror strike csdd endanger 
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By !lmARLl'T PfEfaAK who has introduced legislation that would 
Q WLY NEIYS SDnOR COKREFONDB7 direct the federal gwenunent to identify 

Dozens of factories with multi-ton inventories of toxic and flammable chemicals dot the metro- priority chemical facilities and require 

politan area, representing potentially vulnerable and lethal targets for terrorists, according to a ~ ~ ~ , , ~ ' ~ ~ & . &  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ & ~  
Daily News investigation.' attacks on indushial facilities that. *a&; 

Amid growing national security concerns and calls for tough new legislation, documents on file large quantities of hazardous chemiczilj is 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency show vapor cloud explosions and toxic gas releas- a pressing honieland securi@issue' ' ' . ' . . ! , 

%5,W h4'd ia  es - deliberate or accidental - could imperil millions of New York and New Jersey residents. . . 
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Critics say at least another 3.000 are vio- 
lating the law. 

T3e RMPs contaio a wide range of 
information about each plant, including 
address; emergency contad numbers: 
accident history; number of employees; 
each specific process m r e d  under the 
~ I E ;  each specific chemical used, 
a&;@ quantities on hand of each of 

chemicals. 
; ,*.most critical information required 
involves the worst-case scenarios - inci- 
dents involving chemicals that could 
cause serious risk to human life and 
health if released into the atmosphere. 
,~;I-Jsing approved modeling software, 

plant. ownen were required to map the 
reach of a release in a non-windy, stable 
-here, taking into account the type 
of chemical and the amount that could be 
released 

Using 1990 Census information, the 
facilities also listed the population wthh 
the maximum exposure zone, as well as 
schools, hospitals, . prisons, recreation 
areas and the like. 
The News investigation found many of 

the RMP documents were outdated, con- 
tained errors and understatements 
regarding the potential extent of damage 
that could be caused by a major toxic 
release. 

More than anytiung, it is clear the 
RMP process did not consider the possi- 
bility of terrorism. 

The reports mention accidental explo- 
sions of a single storage tank, of plpe 
leaks and of ruptured valves. They note 
passive mitigation systems like d i e s .  
berms. firewalk, enclosures and drains. 
There's a section for process controls, 
like vents, relief valves, alarms and purge 

systems. 
In the prevention program section of 

the EPA's RMP manual, potential major 
hazards to be concerned about include 
toxic release, fire, explosion. runaway 
reaction, loss of cooling, loss of heat, tor- 
nadoes and hurricanes. 

"Tke Risk Management Plans were 
specifically designed to address acciden- 
tal releases," said a senior EPA official in 
Washington. 'They were not designed to 
consider a criminal act or a terrorist act. 
When we talk about vulnerability for a 
terrorist act. we are obviously talking 
about a much different animal than vul- 
nerability for an accidental release." 

The official said the agency is examin- 
ing whether it can require plants to con- 
duct extensive vulnerability assessments 
and institute substantive security 
impravements under existing provisions 

of the Clean Air Act. In the meantime, a 
set of principles addressing these con- 
cerns is working its way through the new 
homeland security bureaucracy. 

No apparent security 
The stretch of Paterson Plank Road 

that Matheson Tri-Gas calls home is 
stereofypic New Jersey. The Shanghai 
Garden Chinese restaurant is next door; 
across the s w e t  sits the Cave Club, 
which offers Mediterranean cuisine and 
entertainment under the auspices of the 
Ali Baba Club Inc. 

All of the following are within half a 
mile: a Holiday Inn Express, a Fairfield 
Inn, an entrance to Route 17, a high 
school, a Charlie Brown's Steakhouse, 
the Stiletto gentlemen's club - and an 
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* Planl listed more than one worstcase scenario; Far example. - 4  means the facility 
reported four rvorsfcase scenarios. 

'* Faolih. listed mil!gaf~on system(s] like dikps. firewalls and sprinkler syslems that 11 says rvlll imi! the 
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es fall. short 
pounds, and the plant also hous- and includes three additional 

DULY a S E N ) O R , C O R I ~ ~ ~ M M  es 125.000 pounds of nitric acid. toxic chemicals. 
If terrorists ever strike major The rules For determining the Finally, figures provided by 

chemical plants. the damage single worst-case scenario do eight companies, including 
could be far greater than depict- not take into account the possi- General Chemical, for the dis- 
ed in federally mandated wont- bdity that terrorists could cause tance of the predicted release 
case scenarios. a breach of multiple containers, and the population at risk were 

The scenarios, submitted by as opposed to the single-con- reduced, under the ~ l e s ,  
facilities that carry large inven- tainer failure assumed For an because the companies said any 
tories of toxic and volatile chem- industrial accident. releases would be mitigated by 
icals, are the beneficiary of sev- Aho. EPA d e s  do not consid- a d i e  system. ' 

era1 loopholes. er  the possibility that other But would such dike systems 
Under U.S. Environmental chemicals onsite. like the nitric work during a terrorist attack? 

Protection Agency ~ l e s ,  a facil- acid at General Chemical, might Or sprinklers? Or shutoff 
ity's worst-case scenario is limit- become part of a toxic brew. valves? Some plans say the dk- 
ed to the single largest container Other worst-case scenario tance of a release would be niit- 
of the most darigemus chemical examples: The city's Kensico igated because the chemicals 
onsite. water heatment unit in Valhalla are stored in a building. But 

For . example, General cites 2,000 pounds of chlorine, what if the m f  is blown off? 
Chemical Cop .  in Newark Lists but 360.000 pounds of the chem- When companies submitted 
the release of 211,000 pounds of ical are kept onsite. Kuehne worst-case scenarios to the 
Oleurn, fuming sulfuric acid, as Chemical in South Kearny, N.J., EP& they were allowed to run 
its worstxase scenario. lists 180,000 pounds of anhy- their postulated accident 

Based on modeling software, drous sulfurdioxide, but its total through different software 
that amount of Oleum could inventory includes 188,000 more packages and guidance tables. 
travel a radius of I I miles at a pounds of that substance and 2 The companies were allowed to - ansidered to be -immediately strength of a chlorine release 
potentidy lethal concentration million pounds of chlorine. submit the scenario that gave dangerous to life or health" in ,,,~lin~ along a concrete sur- 
and come in contact with up to 5 Matheson Tri-Gas in East the lowest release distance and c o n c e n ~ o n s  of 10 pm per face, a consideration in 
million people in the metropoli- Rutherford. N.J., uses 100.000 the smalIest amount of popula- ~ u i o n  - a worst-e see: New City, could be as high 
tan area. pounds of hydrochloric acid for tion at risk. . nario distance of 14 miles. as 20 parts per million at 148  

But the total jnventoiy of its worst-case scenario, but its Most plans regarding a But in a 1998 report published miles and 12 parts per million at 
Oleum is listed at 5 million total inventory is double that 180,000-pound railcarofchlorine by the ~ h l ~ r i n ~  the 20 miles. 

-. . 

entrance to the Meadowlands Racetrack. 
The driveway to Matheson leads to a 

rundown empty parking lot A rusty 
chain-link fence cuts the lot off from the 
main property 

Looking through the fence, a visitor last 
week could see scores of I q e  prwurized 
cylindew standing in the yard in cluqers of 
several dozen each. some holding 2.000 
pounds of gas. There was no sign of human 

was open - and unguarded. seems unhindered. -- 
The doors to three of seven loading 

doc'k were open, revealing the presence is detected, the officer immediately con- 
of large numbers of cylinders inside. :acts the appropriate site personnel." 

50 tons 0% ac3 g ~ s  Efforts to reach Mathesan officials 
were unsuccessful. TODD ma DAILY NEWS 

According to EPA documents, ~ ~ ~ ~ n i ~ ,  used most often in refriger. show. And a release at Saxony Ice Co. in municipal sewage treatment plants have 
Matheson's wont-case scenario would processes, and used in Mamatoneck which d s o  uses ammonia, switched to safer non-chlorine proc€Sses. 
involve the toxic-gas release of 100.000 industrial processes as well as for treating could endanger 3.555 ~ w p l e .  The legislation, slated to be voted on in 
pounds of hydrochloric acid. The compa- &king water and wastewater, present TO a smaller extent. local neighbor- mmmittee this month, also would m u &  
ny also handles l a s e  mounts of hydro- the greatest danger to large populations. hoods are potentially at risk !?om the that vulnerabili@ assessments be per- 
gen fluoride. carbonic dichloride and ~~t those chemicals also pose serious methane used at 10 New York City formed at each site, a n 4  d e r e  n w ,  
trichlorosilane. threats in local neighborhoods from Sewage treatment plants. For example. a Cadilies would be q u i d  to upgrade to 

But in its filings with the EPA. Matheson munonia used at food warehouses and release of the methane inside the Coney state-of-#earts&ty system. 
stated thar because of numemr! rigorous dairies throughout the reg,on to the c ~ o -  Island Water Pollution Control Plant on The chemical indushy wants a volun- 
federal 'codes and s tandad  applied to med to treat drinking water at ivew Knapp St. in Brooklyn could endanger tary program. and Sen. Christopher (Kit) 
compressed gas container senrice and York City's Jerome park Reservojr in the 922 area residents. Bond (R-Mo.) has introduced a bill that 
Matheson Tri-Gas' internal standards, the Bmm and Hillview ~ & ~ ~ v ~ i r  in Yonken. would remove all RMP worst-case sce- 
likelihood of this scenario is Chlorine gas, which is considered to Me& laas P ~ W S &  nario information from pubtic view. 
almost zero, and should not be considered be ' immhte ly  dangerous to life or Conhe's  Chemical Security Act, ineo- When it comes to homeland serurity, 
a cnxiible release situation." health" in concenaations of 10 parts per duced last October would presumably we can't rely on voluntary programs," 

Matheson's RMP makes one mention &on, - travel 2 mile5 at 100 ppm in reduce the odds of 'a terrorist attaek hy Corzine said. These facilities should be 
of s e w ,  though it is made in the a n -  10% minuts. requiring companies to reexamine the required to assess their vulnerabilities. 
text of accident detection: "A security & ammonia release at Blue ~ i d g ~  chemical ingredients that make the facil- use the safest possible technologiff and 
officer monitors the site during non- Farms on Athnric Ave. in Brooklyn ities potential targets to begin with. For impmve their security. To me, that's just 
working hours.'lf an abnormal condition would put 147,000 people at risk records example, many indushial companies and common sense." 
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